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Epitaxial films of vanadium dioxide (VO2) on rutile TiO2 substrates provide a means of strain-engineering

the transition pathways and stabilizing of the intermediate phases between monoclinic (insulating) M1 and

rutile (metal) R end phases. In this work, we investigate structural behavior of epitaxial VO2 thin films de-

posited on isostructural MgF2 (001) and (110) substrates via temperature-dependent Raman microscopy

analysis. The choice of MgF2 substrate clearly reveals how elongation of V–V dimers accompanied by the

shortening of V–O bonds triggers the intermediate M2 phase in the temperature range between

70–80 °C upon the heating–cooling cycles. Consistent with earlier claims of strain-induced electron cor-

relation enhancement destabilizing the M2 phase our temperature-dependent Raman study supports a

small temperature window for this phase. The similarity of the hysteretic behavior of structural and elec-

tronic transitions suggests that the structural transitions play key roles in the switching properties of epi-

taxial VO2 thin films.

1. Introduction

Vanadium dioxide (VO2) is a correlated electron material1 and
due to its exceptional switching properties is considered to be
a promising candidate for metal–insulator-based electronics.2,3

Bulk VO2 undergoes a reversible, first-order, metal–insulator
transition (MIT) at ∼67 °C, which is conveniently near room
temperature.4–6 This transition has already been utilized in
phase-change memristors for the purpose of novel biomimetic
circuitry known as neuristors which have the potential to defy
the scaling limitations of the metal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MOSFETS) governed by Moore’s Law.7–9

Indeed, VO2-based memristors, unlike MOSFETS, have a coher-
ent transition throughout a singular material allowing devices

to operate at nanometer scales.10 Early studies showed that the
MIT in VO2 is accompanied by a structural phase transition
(SPT) from the high-temperature rutile (R) phase to the low-
temperature monoclinic (M1) phase.11–13 During the SPT,
upon cooling, vanadium chains zigzag and form V–V dimers
along rutile c (cR)-axis. It has been suggested that there are two
major mechanisms responsible for VO2 switching properties.
The first mechanism is based on the electron–phonon inter-
action or Peierls instability14 which is explained by the for-
mation of V–V dimers along the rutile cR-axis below the MIT
temperature (TMIT).

4 The second mechanism is the Mott tran-
sition15 which suggests that the electron–electron correlation
plays an important role in determining the transition
pathway.16 A consensus has emerged of a cooperative Mott–
Peierls mechanism,17–20 where strain-engineering the lattice
can be used to enhance electron correlation strength and
stabilize M2 and strongly correlated metallic phases due to the
interplay between lattice, orbital and spin degrees of
freedom.21–23

Previously, it has been demonstrated that epitaxial strain
imposed on VO2 thin films by their substrates, due to lattice
mismatch can modify the TMIT by ±40 °C depending on the
substrate choice24,25 and additionally, induce the formation of
intermediate phases between M1 and R end phases.21,23 For
instance, compressive strain along cR-axis lowers the TMIT of
epitaxial VO2 thin films, whereas tensile strain along cR-axis
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raises the transition temperature to the metallic phase and the
formation of an intermediate monoclinic insulating M2 phase
between M1 and R phases is observed. The M2 phase is gener-
ally considered as a Mott insulator26,27 in which only half of
the vanadium atoms are dimerized.18,28 It has been shown
that this intermediate monoclinic structure can be stabilized
in large single crystals by chemical doping27,28 or by uniaxial
pressure along [110]R direction.26 More recently, stabilization
of M2 phase has also been detected in VO2 nanobeams sub-
jected to the substrate-mediated strain and identified as a
Mott insulating phase via direct charge carrier injection.29,30

In the case of VO2 thin films, the stabilization of M2 phase has
been investigated from electronic excitation point of view via
soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy.21 However, the experi-
mentally determined temperature window where M2 phase
was found to be stable appeared to be quantitatively different
than the theoretically predicted temperature range. This dis-
crepancy has been explained in terms of increased electron
correlation contributions as a result of the elongation of cR-
axis,21 which facilitates the formation of the preemptive
charge density waves.31 Despite all of these findings, the stabi-
lization mechanism and the effect of epitaxial strains on the
formation of intermediate M2 phase in VO2 thin films war-
rants further studies on how the local structure evolution is
impacted by epitaxial strain.

Here, by using a direct local structural probe (Raman
microscopy analysis) we investigate the interplay between
strain effect and structural transition pathways as well as the
local environment in epitaxial VO2 thin films deposited on
MgF2 (001) and (110) substrates. Raman spectroscopy is a
powerful tool for the investigation of structural and chemical
transformations in organic/inorganic materials induced by
temperature, pressure, doping, etc.29,32,33 Although there have
been many attempts to study SPT in VO2 films by means of
Raman spectroscopy,25,34–36 the reported results were either
not consistent (due to the large thicknesses of VO2 films
(80–100 nm)) or misinterpreted (due to the strong signal of the
substrates). In our case, 10 nm thickness of the fabricated VO2

thin films ensures the uniform character of applied epitaxial
strains and therefore, the accuracy of the obtained results via
Raman spectroscopy is significantly increased. Our analysis of
the temperature-induced Raman shift of the characteristic
peaks allows us to distinguish each of three phases (M1, M2,
and R) during the SPT. We determine that in the (001) film,
where cR-axis is compressed, the intermediate phases are
absent and only the M1–R transition is observed. Drastically,
the (110) films with elongated cR-axis exhibit stable intermedi-
ate M2 phase between the M1 and R endpoints in the tempera-
ture range between 70–80 °C upon heating and cooling steps.
Furthermore, the observed gradual Raman shifts of the
characteristic peaks during the SPT support previously
suggested mechanism of temperature-induced structural tran-
sitions in VO2 nanobeams via the formation of structural
domains.29,30 Finally, our studies provide new insight how
Mott engineering of VO2 thin films can be performed using
epitaxial strain.

2. Experimental methods

High quality 10 nm-thick VO2 films were grown on rutile MgF2
(001) and (110) single crystal substrates by reactive molecular-
beam epitaxy (MBE) via codeposition method under a distilled
ozone background pressure at the PARADIM Thin Film Growth
Facility at Cornell university.37 The MIT transport measure-
ments (resistance vs. temperature) were carried out using
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System
(Model 6000) at Cornell Center for Materials Research. The
temperature-induced SPTs of epitaxially strained VO2/MgF2
(001) and (110) thin films were investigated by means of
Raman microscopy analysis at the Center for Nanoscale
Materials at the Argonne National Laboratory Raman spectra
were recorded using a Raman microscope (invia Reflex,
Renishaw, Inc.) with spectral resolution of 0.5 cm−1 using
532 nm excitation from a diode pumped solid state laser
(RL532C50, Renishaw, Inc.). Samples were held in a nitrogen-
purged temperature-controlled stage (THMS600/TMS94/
LNP94, Linkam Scientific Instruments Ltd). Excitation and col-
lection of scattered light occurred through a 50× objective
(Leica, NA = 0.50). The laser power was set to 0.64 mW to
exclude local heating effect. Collected spectra are typically con-
sisted of averaging of 20 integrations (each integration was col-
lected for 1 min). We note that at each temperature point
several Raman spectra were collected and compared prior
main measurement to assure the absence of local heating
effect induced by a laser.

3. Results and discussion

The high quality of the films was verified by the MIT transport
measurements (resistance vs. temperature) depicted in Fig. 1a.

Both films exhibit three orders of magnitude change in re-
sistance upon heating and cooling steps, indicating the high
quality of the films.21,24,25,37 We also note that the (001) film is
completely isotropic, whereas the (110) film exhibits an-
isotropy (see Fig. S1 (ESI†)). The TMIT values equal to ∼32 °C
for (001) film and to ∼72 °C for (110) film were taken at the
midpoint of the jump in the resistance curve measured on
heating. In the case of the (001) film the TMIT is dramatically
shifted to a lower temperature from that of a single crystal
(67 °C), whereas the TMIT of the (110) film is slightly shifted to
a higher temperature and corresponding resistance curve exhi-
bits a broader behavior demonstrating the effect of different
types of substrate strains applied to the films. It has been pre-
viously shown that the TMIT of VO2 films strongly depends on
the cR-axis length. i.e. the V–V distance in the crystal
lattice.21,23–25 In a metallic state (rutile structure) vanadium
atoms are lined up in the direction of the cR-axis, thus with the
decrease of cR-axis the V–V distance is reduced. Respectively,
the shortening of V–V distance leads to the overlapping of d
orbitals which increases the width of d-band and stabilizes the
metallic state of the rutile structure. Therefore, in the case of
the (001) film when the contraction strain along cR-axis is
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applied the TMIT is shifted to a lower temperature.21,24 In con-
trast, tensile strain in the (110) films increases the TMIT. We
also note, that these changes of the TMIT follows the same
trend as for VO2/TiO2 thin films. However, the TMIT values
reported for VO2 films deposited on TiO2 substrates24 where
found to be smaller (∼27 °C) in the case of (001) films and
much larger (∼96 °C) for (110) films than the TMIT values
obtained in this work. This difference can be explained by a
larger lattice mismatch between VO2 and MgF2 substrates than
in the case of VO2/TiO2 thin films,25 thus VO2/MgF2 films,
used in this work, were only partially strained (see Table S1
and Fig. S2(ESI†)). Nevertheless, the choice of MgF2 substrates
is defined by previous Raman spectroscopic measurements,25

where it was shown that due to the intense Raman signal of
the TiO2 substrates the signal of VO2 films is completely sup-
pressed making Raman spectroscopy an inappropriate tool for
investigating the temperature-induced SPT in VO2/TiO2 thin
films.

The temperature-induced SPTs of epitaxially strained VO2/
MgF2 (001) and (110) thin films were investigated by means of
Raman microscopy analysis instead. Fig. 1b shows two Raman
spectra of (001) and (110) thin films in monoclinic M1 phase

collected at 5 °C. For (001) film the peaks are observed at 148,
196, 225, 260, 312, 334, 388, 496, 606 and 809 cm−1.
Respectively, for (110) film, Raman peaks are positioned at
144, 197, 223, 262, 308, 340, 393, 502, 618, and 826 cm−1. In
both cases, the relative position of M1 Raman peaks is consist-
ent with previous reports29,35,38,39 and only some degree of dis-
placement is detected, indicating the effect of epitaxial strains
imposed on the films. In VO2 Raman spectra it is generally
recognized that low-frequency peaks relate to V–V vibration
modes, whereas those in a high-frequency region
300–700 cm−1 correspond to V–O bond vibrations.40,41

Previously, for the unstrained VO2, two characteristic peaks at
189–194 cm−1 and 221–223 cm−1 both with Ag symmetry were
assigned to V–V vibration modes.25,34 Particularly, the peak at
189–194 cm−1 represents the twisting vibration of the V–V
dimers,41,42 thus the spectral changes (position and intensity)
of this peak can be used for characterization of the displace-
ment motion of the vanadium atoms along cR-axis.

25,35 The
high-frequency Raman peak at 608–612 cm−1 (the unstrained
VO2 case) with Ag symmetry relates to the V–O vibrations25,34

and it is generally viewed as a hallmark for the different VO2

phases.29,35 As it can be seen in Fig. 1b, in the case of (001)
film the peak at 196 cm−1 is shifted toward higher frequencies
in comparison to the relaxed VO2. At the same time the peak
at 606 cm−1 undergoes a shift toward lower frequencies relative
to relaxed VO2. These spectral displacements of two character-
istic Raman peaks can be explained by the in-plane tensile
strain of the MgF2 (001) substrate imposed on VO2 film. The
in-plane tensile strain (elongation of V–O bonds) reduces the
out-of-plane lattice constant which leads to the shortening of
the distance between V–V dimers aligned along out-of-plane
cR-axis. Thus, in the (001) film Raman spectrum (see Fig. 1b)
the shift of V–O peak to lower energy together with V–V peak
shift to higher energy are observed. These observations are
supported by our preliminary theoretical calculations of the
lattice dynamics carried out within the density functional
theory (DFT) with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) approxi-
mation (see Fig. S3 (ESI†)).43,44 In the case of (110) film the
tensile strain along cR-axis elongates the V–V dimer distance;
therefore, it is appropriate to assume that the low-frequency
Raman peaks should undergo a shift to lower energy relative
to the relaxed VO2. Nevertheless, as it can be seen in Fig. 1b
the characteristic peaks which relate to both V–V and V–O
vibrations are shifted toward higher frequencies. This unex-
pected Raman shift behavior of V–V peak can be explained by
the biaxial nature of the epitaxial strain imposed on VO2 film
by MgF2 (110) substrate. The tensile strain along cR-axis
elongates the V–V dimer distance and additional out-of-plane
contraction strain shortens the V–O bonds.22 The V–O shorten-
ing directly affects the twisting angle of V–V dimer vibrations,
therefore, the significant increase of the intensity of the peak
at 223 cm−1 and a shift to higher frequency of the peak posi-
tioned at 197 cm−1, relative to the unstrained VO2, are
observed (see Fig. 1b). These strain-induced Raman peak
shifts are in a good agreement with TMIT-strain dependence
discussed above.

Fig. 1 (a) Temperature-dependent resistance measurements of 10 nm
VO2/MgF2 (001) film (black squares) and 10 nm VO2/MgF2 (110) film
(blue triangles). Red and green arrows indicate the heating and cooling
steps correspondingly. (b) Raman spectra of VO2/MgF2 (001) and (110)
thin films in the monoclinic M1 phase at 5 °C. Two main characteristic
Raman peaks which represent V–V twisting vibrations and V–O bond
vibrations are assigned with corresponding positions.25,34,40
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With the aim of understanding the epitaxial strain effects
on the temperature-induced SPT of VO2/MgF2 (001) and (110)
thin films we performed temperature-controlled Raman spec-
troscopic measurements from 5–50 °C (in 2 °C increments) for
the (001) film and from 5–90 °C for the (110) film correspond-
ingly. Fig. 2a displays Raman spectra of VO2/MgF2 (001) film at
selected temperature points upon heating. We note that at
50 °C no Raman signal from the film could be obtained due to
the full transition of VO2 to the metal state. Two different
behaviors of low- and high-frequency phonon modes are recog-
nized. Low-frequency Raman peak at 196 cm−1 (5 °C) which
corresponds to V–V twisting vibrations shifts to about
191 cm−1 at 44 °C. During the cooling step, this peak reverts to
its initial position (see Fig. S4 (ESI†)). The gradual decrease in
frequency of V–V peak at 196 cm−1 upon heating reflects the
elongation of V–V dimers induced by a thermal expansion of
the crystal lattice.35 Previously, it has been shown that in the
metallic state, VO2 exhibits the rutile structure and the
vanadium atoms are equally positioned along cR-axis with the

interatomic distance equal to ∼2.851 Å. Upon transitioning to
the insulating M1 phase vanadium atoms form zigzag chains
of V–V dimers along cR-axis with corresponding dimers length
(for unstrained VO2) equal to ∼2.654 Å.7 Therefore, the
observed shift of V–V peak is in a good agreement with pre-
vious studies, which showed that during the SPT of VO2 from
the M1 to R phase the elongation and rotation of V–V dimers
along cR-axis occurs.

7

The V–O vibrational modes at 606 cm−1 (5 °C) exhibit
different transient behavior as a function of temperature. We
investigated the temperature-dependent Raman shift evolution
of V–O vibrations derived by Gaussian fittings of the corres-
ponding peak (see Fig. 2b). Upon heating the stability of V–O
Raman peak below 30 °C indicates that the entire (001) film is
in the insulating M1 phase. In the temperature range between
30–44 °C a gradual increase in frequency is observed
suggesting the shortening of V–O bonds in M1 phase.
Furthermore, between 38–44 °C, a significant decrease of the
signal-to-noise ratio and broadening of V–O peak are detected
demonstrating the domination of the R phase over the mono-
clinic M1 phase. Above 44 °C, no Raman peaks can be recog-
nized, indicating a complete transformation of the (001) film
in to the metallic R phase. The structural transition pathway of
(001) film is completely reversable upon cooling (see Fig. S5
(ESI†)). The same transient behaviour of V–V and V–O peaks
during the temperature-induced SPT were observed for (011)
VO2 films deposited on the Na-based substrate with ZnO
buffer layer.45 Using Raman spectroscopic analysis Huang
et al.45 have observed similar spectral shifts toward lower and
higher frequencies of V–V and V–O vibrational modes during
the transition from the M1 to R phase, respectively. Moreover,
the observed gradual temperature-induced Raman peaks shift
supports previously suggested mechanism of SPT in VO2 nano-
beams via the formation of structural domains.29

The picture dramatically changes when the tensile strain
along cR-axis in (110) film is considered. Fig. 3a shows the
temperature-dependent Raman measurements of VO2/MgF2
(110) thin film upon heating. The low-frequency Raman mode
(V–V vibrations) positioned at 197 cm−1 (25 °C) remains stable
during the heating up to 68 °C. Further increase of the temp-
erature (68–70 °C) induces a shift to higher frequency (relax-
ation of twisting of V–V dimers)35 to about 201 cm−1 where it
stays stable until 80 °C (see Fig. S6 (ESI†)). On the other hand,
the high-frequency Raman peak (V–O vibrations) positioned at
618 cm−1 (25 °C) upon heating to 55 °C does not undergo any
spectral displacement. The gradual shift of this peak to about
641 cm−1 is observed in the temperature range between
55–70 °C representing the elongation of V–O bonds. Further
increase of the temperature from 70 °C to 80 °C does not
induced any spectral shift of V–O peak demonstrating the
structural stability of the (110) film in this temperature range.
Both low- and high-frequency Raman peaks shift toward the
corresponding Raman peaks of M2 phase before complete
disappearance.29,35,40 Above 80 °C the noise level is dramati-
cally increased and no Raman peaks can be detected. Upon
cooling both Raman peaks return to their initial positions at

Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra of VO2/MgF2 (001) at selected temperature
points during heating. The range around 600 cm−1 is additionally
depicted. Colored lines show the shift of characteristics Raman peaks.
(b) Temperature-dependent Raman shift of V–O vibration mode upon
heating (black squares) and cooling (open red squares). Each frequency
value was obtained via Gaussian fittings.
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slightly different temperatures due to the hysteresis effect (see
Fig. S7 (ESI†)).

Previously, it has been shown that in the M2 phase only
half of the vanadium atoms are dimerized whereas the other
half reserves the zigzag type deviations.7 Therefore, the
observed temperature-induced frequency increase of V–V
phonon modes, upon heating from 197–201 cm−1 suggests the
structural transition of (110) film from M1 to M2 phase. This
observation is supported by the temperature induced evolution
of the high-frequency Raman peak (V–O vibration modes).
Fig. 3b shows the values of V–O phonon mode frequency at
different temperature points during the heating–cooling cycle
which was derived by Gaussian fitting. At temperatures
between 5–55 °C (upon heating) the entire film is in the M1
phase. Upon further heating (55–70 °C) a gradual shift is
detected, suggesting the formation of M2 and R structural
domains.29 At 70 °C the M1 phase is completely consumed by
M2 and R phases and only Raman spectra of the M2 phase is

detected. The following plateau between 70–80 °C indicates
the temperature range where the M2 phase is stable.
Nevertheless, the increased level of noise and broadening of
characteristic Raman peaks (see Fig. 3a) suggest the continues
formation of R domains between 70–80 °C. Above 80 °C the
entire film is transformed in to the metallic R phase. Upon
cooling the structural pathway is found to be identical only
with slight variations of the transition temperatures, which
can be explained by the different symmetry of the monoclinic
M1 and tetragonal R starting phase points. The nucleation of
M2 phase is most likely due to the tensile strain along cR-axis
of (110) MgF2 substrate. The applied tensile strain along cR-
axis elongate V–V dimers and significantly facilitate the temp-
erature-induced reorganization of vanadium atoms. Moreover,
the additional in-plane contraction strain induced by (110)
MgF2 substrate shortens the V–O bonds and breaks the sym-
metry of VO2 films. Thus, half of the vanadium atoms become
strongly paired along cR-axis and the other half form zigzag
chains along the same direction. These findings are in a good
agreement with early work regarding VO2 single crystals, where
the formation and stabilization of the M2 phase was demon-
strated upon application of a [110]R uniaxial compressive
stress.26 Moreover, our previous studies using X-ray absorption
spectroscopy indirectly revealed that the stability of the M2
phase is significantly destabilized compared to thermo-
dynamic predictions because of enhanced electron corre-
lation.21 That was an unexpected result since the M2 phase is
commonly agreed upon as the fingerprint of Mott physics for
VO2. Therefore, the obtained small temperature window
(∼10 °C) where the M2 phase is stable supports our proposed
M2 destabilisation mechanism via increased electron corre-
lation due to the elongation of cR-axis,

21 which facilitates the
formation of the preemptive charge density waves.31

The hysteretic behavior of temperature induced structural
changes of both VO2/MgF2 (001) and (110) films (see Fig. 2b
and 3b) is found to be quite similar to the electrical transport
measurements displayed on Fig. 1a. Although, the structural
transition pathways for both films were found to be different,
due to various strain effects, the excellent correspondence of
the SPT and MIT transition temperatures as well as the Raman
spectra evolution along the MIT suggest that the structural
transitions play key roles in switching behavior of epitaxially
strained VO2 thin films.

4. Conclusions

In summary, by using Raman spectroscopy we investigated the
temperature-induced structural evolution of epitaxial VO2/
MgF2 (001) and (110) thin films. The strong epitaxial strain
dependence on the structural transition pathways was demon-
strated. We showed that upon heating–cooling cycle the VO2/
MgF2 (001) undergoes a reversible structural transition from
the insulating M1 phase to the metallic R phase. In contrast,
the structural transition of VO2/MgF2 (110) was found to
proceed via the formation of the intermediate insulating M2

Fig. 3 (a) Raman spectra of VO2/MgF2 (110) at selected temperature
points during heating. The range around 600 cm−1 is additionally
depicted. Colored lines show the shift of characteristics Raman peaks.
(b) Temperature-dependent Raman shift of V–O vibration mode upon
heating (black squares) and cooling (open red squares). Each frequency
value was obtained via Gaussian fittings.
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phase between M1 and R end phases. Moreover, the tempera-
ture range where the M2 phase is stable was identified within
a small window between 70–80 °C. Finally, the similarity
between VO2 structural behavior and the hysteretic metal–insu-
lator transition suggests the key role of the structural tran-
sitions in resistive switching properties of VO2.
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